AGA Developer Meeting - February 16, 2020

In Attendance:
Steve Colburn
Michael Hiiva
Lee Schumacher

Agenda:
Updates:
Domain registration migration [Steve]
--Domains currently reside with Roger Schrag
--AWS has $12 renewal fees for any domains
--Once we move DNS hosting from Linode to AWS Route 53 we will transfer the domains
--AWS registration will cut down on infrastructure spread and allow more granular control over DNS change needs
DNS Changes [Steve/Nate]
--Waiting for confirmation from Nate on gocongress.org Route53/S3 to transfer dns from linode to R53
--Going to start mirroring DNS to R53 in anticipation of move
New Stuff:
Discussion on future schema changes for membership database
--With relation to ratings/ratings_lookup db
--Based on previous discussion and thoughts from earlier
--Will look to do this next meeting with Andrew and Anna in attendance for discussion
New People and how well EJ stories work

Next meeting is March 15th, 2020